“Fat Letters” in Public Schools: Public Health Versus Pride

Recently, BMI screening in public schools has stirred sharp controversy with the emergence of letters sent home to parents indicating their child’s BMI percentile and weight category. In Massachusetts, these letters have been deemed, “fat letters,” and have appeared on late night comedy shows, newspapers, and televised news reports. Not only has screening come under harsh criticism, but the increasing prevalence of obesity in our nation’s children has been challenged based on misinformed assumptions that BMI is an inaccurate measure of a child’s body fat. Massachusetts representatives have submitted House Bill H.2024, which would ban that state’s department of public health from collecting any data on height, weight, or calculating BMI in public school children.

Currently, 21 states have enacted policies or made recommendations regarding the collection of height and weight data or assessment of body composition in public schools (Alabama, Arkansas, California, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Kentucky, Maine, Massachusetts, Mississippi, Missouri, Nebraska, Nevada, New York, New Jersey, Ohio, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, West Virginia). In Massachusetts, BMI screening has been mandated in all public school districts since 2009, with the measurement of height and weight performed by school nurses and the child’s BMI then calculated. A subsequent confidential letter (Supplemental Information) is mailed directly to parents indicating their child’s weight status and encouraging discussion with his or her health care provider. Arkansas was the first state to pass such a law requiring BMI measurement mandates. In 2005 and 2007, several bills were brought to the Arkansas General Assembly that sought to completely eliminate BMI measurements in schools. These bills were ultimately defeated, but the original act was modified in 2007 to reduce the periodicity of BMI screenings, as well as to implement a standardized parent refusal process.¹ Similar legislation has been brought forth in Ohio, based on controversies surrounding BMI measurement mandates. In states like Michigan, proposed BMI measurement requirements have been defeated even before implementation, furthering highlighting the need for education and awareness.

The idea of BMI screening in public schools as a measure to combat childhood obesity has long been overshadowed by debate and controversy. In 2005, the Institute of Medicine called on the federal
government to help design and guide BMI-measurement programs in schools. An extensive literature review was performed by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention to develop a subsequent report on the purposes of screening, recommendations based on evidence, and safeguards needed to guide appropriate BMI-measurement programs. The design of such programs would be twofold: surveillance and screening. The surveillance piece would allow for the collection, analysis, and interpretation of data regarding students’ height, weight, and BMI percentile to identify the percentages of students in the population who are obese, overweight, normal weight, and underweight. Screening programs would identify children at risk for weight-related health problems and notify parents to bring the issue up with their child’s pediatrician.

Recent data indicate that 31.9% of US children and adolescents are overweight or obese. The challenge of identifying children at risk for adult obesity and weight-related problems is finding an accurate and reliable measure of determining body fat, as well as correlating these measures with long-term outcomes, such as the development of coronary artery disease and diabetes. In 2005, the US Preventive Services Task Force found that BMI percentile for age and gender is the preferred measure for detecting overweight children because of its feasibility and long-term tracking with adult obesity measures. Many critics have argued that BMI should not be used because of its misclassification of some muscular, athletic children. Although children with a higher lean body mass may fall into higher BMI percentiles and be categorized as overweight, this is relevant only for a small proportion of the population and highlights the importance of using the value for screening and not diagnosis. BMI has been found to be strongly associated with levels of adiposity derived from other measures, such as dual energy x-ray absorptiometry. Several studies have since been conducted that have shown that childhood BMI, especially in the highest percentiles, correlates with adult obesity and the subsequent development of coronary artery disease.

Critics of public school measurement of height and weight in children point out potential problems with bullying, increased prevalence of eating disorders, and invasion of government into an issue felt to be strictly between families and their doctors. However, several of the most successful public health programs in children have been implemented using the public school system. Mandatory school entrance vaccinations, dental examinations, and vision and hearing screening are just a few examples of successful initiatives aimed at keeping our children healthy and reducing problems early in their lives. BMI screening letters are an additional awareness tool to promote conversations about healthy eating habits, exercise, and weight in the safety and confidential environment of the child’s home. In Arkansas, where BMI screening has been most studied, surveys of school personnel, parents, and overweight adolescents have failed to identify negative consequences over 4 years of the program, including any increases in inappropriate dieting.

These studies have found the percentage of parents who signed their children up for sports or exercise classes increased significantly, and revealed improvements in family diet and nutrition patterns. Although pediatricians attempt to identify weight problems and promote healthy lifestyles, childhood well visits are typically conducted only on an annual basis, necessitating the need for additional ways to reach parents. The labeling of BMI screening letters as “fat letters” by the public and media is further stigmatizing our children and interfering with open discussions regarding healthy weight and chronic disease prevention.

There are no doubts that BMI-measurement programs are fraught with social and political concerns. There remain to be any large-scale studies demonstrating their effectiveness in reducing pediatric obesity. However, the growing number of children and adolescents seen daily in our clinics with weight management issues, decreased physical activity, and increasing screen time is alarming. Obesity is an epidemic in our country, and one that is compromising the health and life expectancy of our children. The passage of legislation to prevent BMI surveillance and screening in our public school systems would further compromise efforts to track long-term BMI data, evaluate these programs, and empower parents with the knowledge and resources to promote healthy lifestyles early in the lives of their children. No parent would be proud to receive a letter stating their child is in the overweight or obese category, but the awareness and acknowledgment that he or she could have a weight problem begins the process of a multidisciplinary approach to change. It is time to put aside this pride for the future of our children’s health.
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